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Pole figures are represented as the sum of solutions of two ultrahyperbolic differential equations. We
derive the domains of dependence for pole figures and apply the method of continuation to solve the
ultrahyperbolic equations.
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INTRODUCTION

An orientation distribution function (ODF) f(g), g SO(3), is the solution of the
equations (Matthies, 1979)

Pr. (y 4rc)- ( dp, O, qg}-l ri, z, O +f .-rc, rc-O, qJ}- ri, z, O dqg, (1)
0

where hi {0, 0}, y {Z, r/}, 0 < 0, Z < , 0 < 0, r/< 2, are the spherical coordinates
of unit vectors h, y, 1, 2 Pole figures (PF) P (y) can be determined from x-
ray or neutron measurements.

Let SO(3) denote the rotation group, SU(2) the group of unitary unimodular matrices
of second order, RP the three dimensional projective space and SU(2) / {_+1 the factor-
group for subgroup {_+1 }, being the unit of group SU(2).

Using the isomorphisms

SO(3)~SU(2) / {+I}~RP3, (2)

we find (Savyolova, 1982), that the paths of integration in eq.(1)

can be written as

with

"t-hi gy (3)

x a+t + (4)

a {a, a, 1},

+/- {,+/-, +/-b, 0}.
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If hi {hi, hz, h3}, y {yl, yz, Y3}, are the coordinates of the unit vectors h;, y
respectively, h3 : - y3, X- {Xl, x, x3 is a point in space RP3, Itl < / is a parameter,
then we have

+ y + h + y -T- h2
al a2

Y3 h3 Y3 -T-

b y+ h2 b y g hl
(5)

y3 -T- h3 y3 7+. h3"

Using (2) we can rewrite the equation (1) (Ivanova, Savyolova, 1993)

1 F+( /+) + F-(-, b-) (6)P (Y) ly3- h31 ly3 +

with

where A+/-, B+/-, C+/-
are given by

A+/-= (a?)z + (af) + 1, C+/-= (b3) + (b?) + 1, (8)

B+/- ab: + az bz.

From equations (6) we derive the ultrahyperbolic equation for pole figures (Savyolova,
1982) oF+/- ffF+/-

’+/- 5’ :. (9)
Oal Ob2 Oaz Obl

Now setting
r 2

/y2 + y Y__L (10)
ly3 -T- h31

tan q9 y,

,lh? + hp 2
ly3 -T- h31

tan
hz

then we get equation (9) in polar coordinates

r oar +r-7-ff-p cgp (rOF ] OZF
( ---] + z- 0----. (11)

In any bounded domain the solution of equation (11) is given by the series

F(r, (o, p, V) X Z Amnk Jn(Jnk "-) Jm(/k -h’-) X exp{ i(nrp + mv) },
mtr=.,o k=-O

where J,(&k) 0 (or J’n(nk) 0), if FIr=a 0 (or

(12)

--I 0). (13)

The coefficients Amnt are calculated from the boundary conditions. If the domain is
not bounded then the solution of equation (11) is represented as
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F(r, qg, 19, gt) Z { Amnk ()Jn(iq,r)J,n(/q,tO)/d,} exp{i(ntp+ mlg)},
m,rt 0

(14)

where the function Amn() can be calculated from the additional conditions for the
function F.

CALCULATION OF DOMAINS OF DEPENDENCE FOR POLE FIGURES
FROM ONE POLE FIGURE

From formula (6) we get
P(37) 2sinz r+F + r-F-, (15)

where in accordance with (5)

+/- 2 sinZ +/- 2 sin0
r IcoszT- cos01’ P Icosz-T- cos01’ (16)

F+/-= F(r, q9, p+/-,

Suppose that from the diffraction experiment the pole figure PI(Y) is known with
/17

hi {01, 01 }, where 0 < 01 < --. For every PF the variables r and/9+/-
are dependent

and have two branches

40 r2pl.z(r) ]’Z-d + + 4 -T- 2 (17)
where

(rz pl + 4)1 a 1. (q8)a cos20
(rE-‘/92) + 16 + 8(r + p2)

When 01 -- (ct 0), we get from formulas (15), (17)

r r"+="-./9-= IcosZI,01,1 r1 + 4, r r 21tgZI, p/ 2
(19)

For any other PF we have

r+ : r-, p+ : p-, F : F-. (20)

If is easy to see that

(i) if 25 =0, then r 0, /9
+/-

(ii) if Z at, then/9
+/- O, re

O1

2sin01 f
2ctg-= k2,

1 -T-cos01
2tg - kl,

O

2sin01 [ 2tg- k,

l_cosO1 ] 2ctg --
(21)

(22)
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When 0 < 01 < -5-, we have kl < k2.

The graphs of the functions r(Z), P+/-(Z) are shown in figures a, b, for 0 < O < -.
We have r/(Z) r-(- Z), P/(Z) ,o-(- Z), 0 < Z < . If 0 < Z < 01 then 0 <
r < +oo, k2 -< /9+< +oo. If 01 Z then 0 < r < +oo, kl < p+ < +oo. If 0 < Z
< zc- 01 then 0 < r-< +oo, kl <p-< +oo, and if:- 01 <Z < zrthen0<r-<
k2 <p-< +,,,,.

Figure la The functions r+(Z), P/(Z).

Figure lb The functions r-(Z), P-(Z).
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Two curves p,2 (17) are shown in figures 2a, 2b. We can see that p < p /r + 4,
> p v/r - 4. When oc-- then the two curves merge into one p v/r2+ 4. When

01 01oc--0 then kl 2tg--O, k2 2ctg---+

Figure 2a The functions p(r), p2(r).

Figure 2b The functions p-fir), p(r).
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Let
G? {r + /9

+/- > kl}, G1 G; G;-, (23)

a+ G2 G.

It is obvious that G2 c___ G1 since k2 > kl.

We get

GI+ {127- 01 < (24)

analagously,
G2+ {IZ 01 < 01},

0 <Z< zr;

(25)

G1- {’-01--0 </<’/7+ 01--0}.

These domains G, G+/-
are shown in figures 3, 3a-3d displaying their constituents

0 < 27, 0< zr. The domains G and G;- are shown in figures 3a, 3b, the domains G
and G are represented in figures 3c, 3d respectively. Finally, their intersections
G1 G G{ and G2 G Gf are shown in figures 3.

Let us consider now the method to calculate the function F in the indicated domains.
Let us consider the set of pole figures with hi Oi, } when const. In this

case the function F does not depend on the variable qt. Using the representation (14), let

f’(r, P, 0, ) 2 exp{in} A’()J(r)Jo(p) (26)

denote the function F in the domains G and G respectively.
If we ow the PF with hi 0, }, we c calculate the integral

2g

End, 01) I PI) exp{-in}2 sin Z d, n 0, 1 (27)
0

Using the foulas (15), (26), we get

Fn, 0)= exp{-in}(F + UF-)d (2)

+r An 2(?" dX +

+r-(OA ()Jn(r-)Jo(pl(r-))) /q, d/],; (28)

+-, IAn(/q,){ro Jn(r )J0(/91(r ))+

+r-Jn(r-)Jo(jOl(r-))
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Figure 3

," -’t

#i ..,

The domains G1 G G?, G G G.

---.. G1

Figure 3a The domain Gi Figure 3b The domain G?

Figure 3c The domain G Figure 3d The domain G
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Thus, we have set up the system of integral equations (28) with the unknown functions

An’2(A) for the representation (26) of the functions F’2. If 01 --, then r r- F,

An() AZn() An()(F F2). In that case we get from equation (28)

Fn(, --)TC 2r o An (X)J.(Xr)Jo(Xp(r))Z dX, (29)

where r 21tgZI, p(r) /r + 4. In accordance with equation (29) the problem to
/17

calculate the function F is easier if hi {--, @}.
For example the pole figures which can be calculated in the domains of dependence

by solving the system of equations (29): 1010}, 1011 }, 1012} or 110}, 111 },
112 etc for hexagonal or trigonal lattice symmetry; 110 }. 111 }, 112 and others

for cubic lattice symmetry.
In figures 4, 4a-4c and 5, 5a-5c the domains G1 and G2 are shown for different

/17
PFs with hi {Oi, q0}, 0 < 01 < 02 < 03 --. The domain G1 increases when the

parameter Oi decreases. If 01--0 we get almost all pole figures. Conversely the domain

G2 decreases and puts in domain, determined from PF with i {4’ 10} if 0i
decreases. The pole figure with i-- {0, )0} is the only PF that cannot be determined
from other PFs since for this PF we have p 0.
The problem to determine the domains of dependence for PFs when we know the

bounded domain of PFs with i {01, )0}, 0 01 ’-., can be solved analagously.
We must find the domains

G? {k, < r + p+/- < all, (30)

G: (k2 < r + p+ < a:}.

Figure 4 The domains G c G22 c G for 0 < 01 < 02 < 03 n:/2

Figure 4a The domain G for 03 n:/2.

Figure 4b The domain G for 02 < 03 zr/2.

Figure 4e The domain G for 0 < O < 02.
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,.. ",,.xx ’.. -,.’ ,,.,,

Figure 5 The domains GI G m G for 0 < O < < /2.

Figure 5a The domain G for /2.

Figure 5b e domain G for < /2.

Figure 5c The domain G for 0 < 0< .
where/<1 < a, k2 < a2. It is necessary to solve the system of algebraic equations analagous
to (28) to determine the functions F1 and F2 as represented by the series expansion
(12) in the domains G and Gz.
In figures 6a-6d the domains G1 and G are shown for four cases: 6a, 0 < 0 <

-; 6b, 01 --; 6c,-< 0 <--; 6d, 0 --. When the parameter 0 increases then

Figure 6a The domains G1 and G2 for 0 < 11 < zr/4.
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Figure 6b The domains G1 and G2 for tl /4.

Figure 6c The domains G1 and G2 for n/4 < t < n/2.
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Figure 6d The domain G1 G2 for O1 r/2.

the domain G1 decreases and the domain G2 increases. When 01 -- the domains G1
and G2 coincide (see figure 6d).

In figures 7, 7a-7d the domains of dependence are shown that can be calculated

from PF with hi @} The PF with 1 {-5-’ @} is divided into parts:

0 < Z < - (double dashed line) and - < Z < -- (dashed line) (see figure 7a). The
z

(figuredomains of dependence are shown for other PFs with hi {Oi, (Do }" < Oi < -"r 3z (figure 7d).7b), -- < 0i < (figure 7c), 0 < Oi < T

CONCLUSION

In this paper we apply the continuation method to solve the ultrahyperbolic differential
equation which determines the domains of dependence for pole figures. Solving this
problem basically consists in the numerical solution of the integral equation (28).
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Figure 7 The domains of dependence for PF. with hl {r/2, t/o}.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 7a The domains on PF with hl nr/2, t/o} 0 < 2’ < r/4 (double dashed line),- r/4 < 2" < r/2
(dashed line).

Figure 7b The domains of dependence on PF with {0i, t/o}, 3r/8 < Oi < ’/2.

Figure 7c The domains of dependence on PF with . {tgi, t/0}, nr/4 < 0i < 3r/8.

Figure 7d The domains of dependence on PF with //= {ti, o}, 0 < 0i < r/4.
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